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Detailed study of the Abelian-projected SU„2… flux tube and its dual Ginzburg-Landau analysis
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The color-electric flux tube of Abelian-projected~AP! SU~2! lattice gauge theory in the maximally Abelian
gauge~MAG! is examined. It is shown that the lattice Gribov copy effect in the MAG is crucial for the
monopole-related parts of the flux-tube profiles. Taking into account both the gauge fixing procedure and the
effect of finite quark-antiquark distance properly, the scaling property of the flux-tube profile is confirmed. The
quantitative relation between the measured AP flux tube and the flux-tube solution of the U~1! dual Abelian
Higgs ~DAH! model is also discussed. The fitting of the AP flux tube in terms of the DAH flux tube indicates
that the vacuum can be classified as a weakly type-I dual superconductor.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An intuitive explanation why a quark cannot be isolat
as a free particle rests on the assumption that the Q
vacuum has the property of adual superconductor@1,2#.
Analogously to electrically charged Cooper pairs being c
densed in normal superconductors, magnetically char
monopoles would be condensed in the QCD vacuum, and
dual analogue of the Meissner effect could be expected
occur. In the result, for example, the color-electric flux co

necting a quark-antiquark (q-q̄) system would be squeeze
into a quasi-one-dimensional flux tube@3–5#. This configu-
ration provides a linearly rising potential between the qu
and antiquark such that a quark cannot be separated infin
from an antiquark spending a finite amount of energy.

Remarkably, lattice QCD simulations with ’t Hooft’s Abe
lian projection@6#, typically in the maximally Abelian gauge
~MAG!, support thispicturenumerically. The distributions o
the electric field and of the magnetic monopole curren
which can be identified after Abelian projection, have be
measured in the presence of a staticq-q̄ pair ~represented by
a Wilson loop! within pure SU~2! @7,8# and SU~3! lattice
gauge theories@8#. It has been shown that the electric flux
confined in a dual Abrikosov vortex due to a monopole c
rent circulating around theq-q̄ axis, signaling the dua
Meissner effect. More quantitatively, the London penetrat
length of the electric field has been studied systematic
within SU~2! lattice gauge theory@9#. These authors com
pared the penetration length in MAG with a gauge invari
definition of the flux-tube profile. They came to the conc
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sion that the penetration length is gauge independen
large-scale simulation on a 324 lattice at a single value o
b52.5115 within SU~2! lattice gauge theory has been pe
formed next@10#, applying the fine-tuned gauge fixing algo
rithm @a mixture of the overrelaxation~OR! algorithm and a
realization ofsimulated annealing~SA!# @11# in order to fight
the lattice Gribov copy problem in the MAG and applying
noise reduction technique, the smearing of spacelike
variables before constructing a Wilson loop@11#. Through
this study, the dual Ampe`re law, a relation between th
monopole current and the curl of the electric field, has be
confirmed with high accuracy.

What is interesting and suggestive is that these numer
results gave strong hints towards the existence of a dual A
lian Higgs ~DAH! model @we often call this the dua
Ginzburg-Landau~DGL! model# as an effective model to
deal with the QCD vacuum@12–14# and with quark-induced
hadronic excitations of the vacuum. In particular, the DA
model has a flux-tube solution corresponding to aq-q̄ sys-
tem. The mechanism of the flux-tube formation is nothi
but the dual Meissner effect. The DAH model essentia
contains three parameters, the dual gauge couplingbg , and
the masses of the dual gauge bosonmB and of the monopoles
mx . The inverses of these masses are identified as the L
don penetration length and the Higgs coherence length,
spectively. These lengths determine the width of the fl
tube. The so-called Ginzburg-Landau parameter is define
the ratio between the two masses,k5mx /mB , where the
vacuum fork,1 (.1) is classified as type-I~type-II! su-
perconductor.

Determining the parameters of the DAH model, based
the comparison between the most elementary flux-tube
file measured in non-Abelian lattice gauge theory and
flux-tube solution of the DAH model, is expected to be
important source of information on the QCD-vacuum stru
ture itself, which would be helpful to learn about how th
vacuum can function as a dual superconductor. Moreove
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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might be useful in view of possible applications of the mod
in more complex physical situations@to describe baryons, fo
example, in the SU~3! case#. The first motivation has been
more or less, common to the above mentioned works and
fact, such a quantitative level of investigation has been
tempted in Refs.@7–10#. For example, the lattice data hav
been fitted by some approximate, analytical flux-tube so
tions of the DAH model, and in this way the GL parame
have been estimated. The conclusions have varied, ran
from the vacuum belonging to the borderline between
type-I and type-II superconductor, withk;1, as claimed in
Refs.@7,8#, to a classification of the vacuum as a type-I s
perconductor, withk,1, in Ref.@10#. The reanalysis of the
profile data in Ref.@10# by fitting them with a numerica
solution of the DAH model has supported the case ofk;1
@15#.

However, the systematic analysis of lattice flux-tube d
in MAG itself was incomplete such that doubts have
mained whether the resulting parameters represent phy
reality. At least, one has to check several basic propertie
the lattice flux-tube profile before one can seriously disc
the implications of the extracted DAH parameters. To m
tion the first, since one applies the MAG fixing, the latti
Gribov copy effect should be controlled, where the OR-
algorithm would be helpful for this purpose@11#. Second,
one should check the scaling property of the profile w
respect to changing the gauge couplingb of the lattice simu-
lation. Third, one has to inquire how the profile behaves a
function of theq-q̄ distance. One also should know how
compare the lattice flux-tube profile with the flux-tube so
tion in the DAH model, if the above mentioned quantitati
analysis is of interest.

In our previous paper@16#, which was mainly devoted to
the duality relating non-Abelian lattice theory on one ha
with the DAH model on the other, we have carefully studi
the flux-tube structure in the U~1! DAH model and have
confronted it with some related data from our correspond
ongoing SU~2! lattice gauge measurements in the MA
These studies, which will be discussed in the present pap
much more detail, have been done using a 324 lattice with
the OR-SA algorithm and with the smearing technique as
Ref. @11#. Then, based on the Hodge decomposition of
Abelian Wilson loop into the electric photon and the ma
netic monopole parts, we have found there that the Abel
projected lattice flux tube consists of two components,
Coulombic and the solenoidal electric field, the latter be
induced by the monopole currents circulating around theq-q̄
axis. All this was in full analogy to the structure of the DA
flux-tube solution. We have also found@16# that the Coulomb
contribution cannot be neglected for any flux-tube len
practically accessible in present-day lattice studies.

In this paper we are going to present all our results c
cerning the flux-tube profile within AP-SU~2! lattice gauge
theory, obtained in the MAG, in a more complete way
order to meet the above requirements. The strategy of
study has been the following one. Measurements have b
performed using a 324 lattice at variousb values (b52.3,
2.4, 2.5115, and 2.6!. At first, we have investigated the lattic
11450
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Gribov effect by comparing the profiles obtained from t
widely used OR algorithm and from the OR-SA algorithm
In the context of the latter algorithm, we have also inves
gated the dependence on the number of gauge copies u
investigation. Second, we have studied the scaling prop
of the flux-tube profile by comparing the profiles from va

ous b values, keeping the physicalq-q̄ distance approxi-
mately the same. The physical scales, the lattice spa
a(b) for different values ofb, have been calculated throug
the measurement of the corresponding non-Abelian st
tension. Throughout the profile measurements, smearing
always applied to the spatial link variables before constru
ing a Wilson loop. This procedure is meant to extract t
profiles which effectively belong to the ground state of a fl
tube; we have checked the~in!dependence of the flux-tub
profile on the temporal extension of the Wilson loop. Th
effect has not received the due attention in the previous s
ies in Refs.@7–10#. This needs to be checked carefully whe
the Wilson loop is used to represent a staticq-q̄ source and
the ground state is of interest. This procedure finally helps
reduce the noise. In a final step, we have assessed the
parameters by fitting the lattice data against the numer
DAH flux-tube solution. For this fit, we have not used th
infinitely long flux-tube solution as it has been done in p
vious analyses@7–10,15#. It should be noted that the use o
the infinitely long solution would be suitableonly for that
part of the electric field which is induced by the monopo
part of the Wilson loop with sufficiently large tempora
length @16#. For our purpose to assess the DAH paramet
in this way we have taken into full account the finiteq-q̄
length effect in the fit.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
the procedures how to measure the Abelian-projected SU~2!
flux-tube profile in MAG. Section III presents the numeric
results. In Sec. IV we describe the results of fitting the latt
profiles by the DAH flux-tube solutions. Section V is a sum
mary and contains our conclusions. Preliminary results of
studies summarized in the present paper have been pres
at the LATTICE2002 conference@17# and in Ref.@16#.

II. NUMERICAL PROCEDURES

In this section, we explain how to measure the profile o
color-electric flux tube on the lattice within the maximal
Abelian gauge~MAG!. We also develop the strategy t
achieve a systematic, more detailed study of the flux-tu
profile which takes into account the effect of the finiteq-q̄
length properly. We restrict the explanations of the metho
to the case of SU~2! gauge theory.

The numerical study of the flux-tube profile begins wi
the simulation of non-Abelian gauge fields. A thermaliz
ensemble of SU~2! gauge configurations$Um(m)% is gener-
ated by simulating the standard Wilson action

SSU(2)@U#5b(
m

(
m,n

H 12
1

2
Re tr@Umn~m!#J ~2.1!
4-2
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DETAILED STUDY OF THE ABELIAN-PROJECTED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D68, 114504 ~2003!
using the Monte Carlo heatbath method. HereUmn(m)
PSU(2) are plaquette variables constructed in terms of
variablesUm(m)PSU(2) as

Umn~m![Um~m!Un~m1m̂ !Um
† ~m1 n̂ !Un

†~m!. ~2.2!

The inverse coupling is given byb54/e2.

A. Maximally Abelian gauge fixing

We put all the equilibrium configurations into the MAG
One exploits the gauge freedom of the SU~2! link variables
with respect to gauge transformationsg(m),

Um~m!°Um
g ~m!5g~m!Um~m!g†~m1m̂ ! ~2.3!

in order to achieve a maximum of the following gauge fun
tional:

R@Ug#5
1

8V (
m,m

tr$t3Um
g ~m!t3Um

g †~m!%, ~2.4!

where V is the number of sites in the lattice. The set
g(m)PSU(2)/U(1) for all of site m represents the MAG
fixing gauge transformation defined onm.

For the numerical task to find the ‘‘optimal’’g(m), in the
past mostly an overrelaxation~OR! algorithm has been used
However, as it has been pointed out in the work in Ref.@11#,
the OR algorithm is prone to fall into the nearest local ma
mum of Eq.~2.4! although the absolute maximum is of in
terest. This is due to the existence of many local maxim
which is known as the lattice Gribov copy problem. The on
way known before to reduce the risk of being trapped in
wrong maximum is to explore many such local maxima
repeating the OR algorithm, starting each time from a n
random gauge copy of the original Monte Carlo configu
tion; the ensemble ofUm

g (m) corresponding to only the high
est of the achieved maxima was then understood asthe
gauge-fixed ensemble. It has then been proposed to u
‘‘simulated annealing~SA!’’ algorithm with a ~final! OR al-
gorithm in order to prevent very poor maxima from enteri
the competition between gauge copies@11#. We may call this
the OR-SA algorithm, which we mainly apply to fixing th
MAG in the present paper. In the SA algorithm, the fun
tional R@Ug# is regarded as a spin action

F~S!5R@Ug#5
1

8V (
m,m

tr$S~m!Um~m!S~m1m̂ !Um
† ~m!%,

~2.5!

where S(m)5g†(m)t3g(m) corresponds to spin variable
The maximization of this functional is achieved by cons
ering the statistical system given by the partition function

Z5 (
$S(m)%

expF1

t
F~S!G ~2.6!

with decreasing the auxiliary temperaturet→0. Practically,
we first prepare a thermalized spin system at a certain h
temperature, which is decreased gradually according to s
11450
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annealing schedule until sufficiently low temperature
reached (t'0). Then, final maximization is done by mean
of the OR algorithms. Notice that this algorithm only su
ceeds to escape from the worst local maxima, such that
above-mentioned inspection of many gauge copies
Monte Carlo configuration cannot be avoided.

After the MAG fixing ~2.3!, the SU~2! link variables
Um

g (m)5Um
MA(m) are factorized into a diagonal~Abelian!

link variable um(m)PU(1) and the off-diagonal~charged
matter field! partscm(m), cm* (m)PSU(2)/U(1) asfollows:

Um
MA~m!5S A12ucm~m!u2 2cm* ~m!

cm* ~m! A12ucm~m!u2D
3S um~m! 0

0 um* ~m!
D . ~2.7!

The Abelian link variablesum(m) are explicitly written as

um~m!5eium(m) @um~m!P@2p,p!#. ~2.8!

The Abelian plaquette variables are constructed from
phaseum(m) as

umn~m![um~m!1un~m1m̂ !2um~m1 n̂ !2un~m!

[umn~m!P@24p,4p!], ~2.9!

which can be decomposed into a regular partūmn(m)
P@2p,p) and a singular~magnetic Dirac string! part
nmn(m)50,61,62 as follows:

umn~m![ūmn~m!12pnmn~m!. ~2.10!

The field strength is defined byūmn(m)5umn(m)
22pnmn(m). Following DeGrand and Touissaint@18#, mag-
netic monopoles are extracted from the magnetic Dirac st
sheets as their boundaries

km~m̃!52
1

2
«mnrs]nnrs~m1m̂ ! ~«123451!, ~2.11!

wherekm(m̃)50,61,62 andm̃ denotes the dual site define
by m̃5m1(1̂12̂13̂14̂)/2. Note that the monopole curren
satisfies a conservation law]m8 km(m̃)50 formulated in terms
of the backward derivative]m8 .

B. Correlation functions of Wilson loops
involving local probes

To find the flux-tube profile, one needs to measure
expectation value of a local probeO(m) with an external
source aŝO(m)& j ~in our casej corresponds to an Abelian
Wilson loop!. Based on the path integral representation
^O(m)& j , it can be rewritten as the ratio of^WAO(m)&0 and
^WA&0, where the subscript 0 means the expectation valu
the vacuum without such a source@16#:
4-3
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^O~m!& j5
^WAO~m!&0

^WA&0
. ~2.12!

The Abelian Wilson loop is defined in terms of theum(m)

WA~L !5 )
mPL

um~m!5expF i (
mPL

um~m!G . ~2.13!

The local operatorsO(m) that we need to describe the stru
ture of the flux tube are an electric field operator

i ū i4~m!5 i @u i4~m!22pni4~m!#, ~2.14!

and a monopole current operator

2p ik i~m̃!, ~2.15!

where subscripts take only spatial directionsi 51,2,3. To
avoid the contamination from higher states as much as
sible, we have inserted the local probeO(m) at t5tm5T/2
to minimize the effect from the boundary of the Wilson loo
at t50 andT. The local field operators are then evaluat
over the wholex-y midplane erected in the center of th
spatial extension of the Abelian Wilson loop (z5zm5R/2).
In other words, the coordinates of the local operator arem
5(x,y,zm ,tm) running over the midplane of the flux tub
between a quark and an antiquark.

C. Decomposition of the Abelian Wilson loop

In order to see the composed structure of the flux-tu
profiles, it is useful to apply the Hodge decomposition to
Abelian Wilson loop, which allows us to define the phot
and monopole Wilson loops. We have shown in the previ
work @16# for the electric field profile that the photon Wilso
loop induces exclusively the Coulombic electric field wh
the monopole Wilson loop creates the solenoidal elec
field. At the same time, concerning the monopole curr
profile, the photon Wilson loop is not correlated with th
monopole currents, while exclusively the monopole Wils
loop is responsible for the monopole current signal.

We explain the decomposition using lattice different
form notations@19#. The Abelian Wilson loop in Eq.~2.13! is
written asWA5exp@i(u,j)#, whereu(C1) and j (C1) are the
Abelian link variables and the closed electric current. T
Hodge decomposition of Abelian link variables leads to

u5D21Du5D21~dd1dd!u

5D21ddu1D21dū12pD21dn, ~2.16!

where the second and third terms are identified as the ph
link (uph5D21dū) and monopole link (umo52pD21dn)
variables, respectively. We do not need to fix the Abel
gauge in order to specify the first term in the second li
since it does not contribute to the Abelian Wilson loop due
d j 50: (D21ddu, j )5(dD21du, j )5(D21du,d j )50. Note
that D is a lattice Laplacian andD21 is its inverse, corre-
sponding to the lattice Coulomb propagator. We have u
11450
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du5 ū12pn @see Eq.~2.10!# at the last equality. Inserting
Eq. ~2.16! into the expression ofWA , the Abelian Wilson
loop is decomposed as

WA@ j #5exp@ i ~uph, j !#•exp@ i ~umo, j !#[WPh@ j #•WMo@ j #.

~2.17!
We callWPh andWMo the photon Wilson loop and the mono
pole Wilson loop. They are separately used to evaluate
photon and monopole parts of the profiles.

D. Smearing of spatial links

The shape of the flux-tube profile induced by a Wils
loop depends on its size,R3T, whereR corresponds to the
q-q̄ distance andT the temporal extension. This means th
the profile is influenced not only by the ground state but a
by excited states when a Wilson loop is used as an exte
source. If one is interested in the ground state, e.g., for
comparison with the flux-tube solution in the thre
dimensional DAH model, in principle, one needs to know t
profile atT→`. However, it is practically impossible to tak
this limit due to the finite lattice volume.

Smearing is a useful technique to extract the profi
which belong to the ground state of a flux tube effective
even with a finiteT. We then see remarkable noise reducti
when the size of the Wilson loop is large. The procedure is
follows. Regarding the fourth direction as the Euclidean tim
direction, we perform the following step several (Ns) times
for the spacelike Abelian link variables:

exp@ iu i~m!#

°aexp@ iu i~m!#

1(
j Þ i

exp@ i ~u j~m!1u i~m1 ĵ !2u j~m1 î !!#, ~2.18!

wherei , j 51,2,3 anda is an appropriate smearing weight
To find an appropriate set of parameters (a, Ns), one

needs to investigate theT-dependence of several quantitie
like the ground state overlap and theq-q̄ potential. The
emerging shape of the profile also should be checked for
effect of smearing. A numerical example atb52.5115 is
shown in Appendix A. We notice that this procedure seem
have practical limitations which become visible in the flu
tube profile measurement. For the profile extracted with W
son loops of sizeR<T, it works very well with a large class
of the parameter set (a, Ns). We could easily observe
T-independence of the profile within the numerical error. O
the other hand, for the Wilson loops of sizeR.T, an ex-
tremely fine-tuned parameter set is required for smear
However, we did not spend full effort to fix it.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present numerical results of the flu
tube profiles measured over thex-y midplane of theq-q̄
system~separated in thez direction! using the Abelian, pho-
ton, and monopole Wilson loops. We are going to clarify~i!
4-4
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DETAILED STUDY OF THE ABELIAN-PROJECTED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D68, 114504 ~2003!
the lattice Gribov copy effect associated with the MAG fi
ing procedure and~ii ! the scaling property.

The numerical simulations were done atb
52.3, 2.4, 2.5115, and 2.6. The lattice volume was alw
V5324. We have used 100 configurations for measureme
We have stored them after 3000 thermalization sweeps,
they were separated by 500 Monte Carlo updates. To s
~i!, we have generated several numbers of gauge copies
a given SU~2! configuration by random gauge transform
tions, each of which has undergone the OR-SA algorithm
the process of MAG fixing. The SA algorithm itself is ap
plied with the temperature decreasing fromt52.5 to t
50.01. After that the OR algorithm is adopted with a certa
convergence criterion. As the number of gauge copies,
have chosenNg55, 10, and 20, and have stored the config
rations which provide the best maximal value of the gau
functional Eq.~2.4! within theseNg . We have also stored th
same number of configurations~5100! from the OR algo-
rithm in the MAG fixing with the same stopping criterion a
in the OR-SA case, where always the first copy has b
accepted (Ng51). To study~ii !, we have used the configu
rations from the sample based onNg520 copies. The Abe-
lian smearing parameters have been chosenNs58 for a
52.0. With this choice, the temporal length independence
the profiles induced by the Abelian Wilson loop is achiev

TABLE I. The non-Abelian string tensions and correspondi
lattice spacingsa(b) for b52.3, 2.4, 2.5115, and 2.6 estimated b
the relationa(b)5AsL /sphys with Asphys5440 MeV.

b sL a(b) @fm#

2.3 0.144~3! 0.170~2!

2.4 0.0712~5! 0.1197~4!

2.5115 0.0323~4! 0.0806~5!

2.6 0.0186~2! 0.0612~5!
11450
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within errors, at least forR<T. The same procedure wa
also applied to the spacelike photon and monopole link v
ables before constructing each type of Wilson loop.

A. Fixing the physical scale and choosing the flux-tube lengths

The physical reference scale, the lattice spacinga(b), has
been determined from the non-Abelian string tensionssL by
fixing Asphys5AsL/a[440 MeV. The non-Abelian string
tension has been evaluated by measuring expectation va
of non-Abelian Wilson loops with optimized non-Abelia
smearing. The emerging potential has been fitted to ma
the form V(R)5C2A/R1sLR. The resulting~dimension-
less! lattice string tensions and the corresponding latt
spacingsa(b) in units of fm are shown in Table. I.

To compare the profiles from variousb values, it is quite
important to put data into groups close to almost the sa
physicalq-q̄ distance because the finite length effect of t
flux-tube system has to be studied simultaneously@16#. One
might naively expect that the flux-tube profile has a go
translational-invariant property along theq-q̄ axis so that the
difference in length does not matter when one follows
change in lattice scale. However, as shown in our previ
work @16#, the finite length effect is not negligible as long a
the photon part of the profile still contributes to the to
profile. In Fig. 1 we then plot, for the fourb-values at our
disposal, the physical lengthr 5Ra(b) in units of fm for
various choices of the integer lattice flux-tube lengthR. This
information is taken into account when we study the scal
property of the flux-tube profile.

B. Assessment of the lattice Gribov problem

We investigate how the flux-tube profile depends on
lattice Gribov copy effect due to the MAG fixing. As show
in Ref. @11#, the density of monopole currents~in vacuum! is
n

FIG. 1. Estimate of the physicalq-q̄ distance
r in units of fm as a function of lattice distanceR
for variousb5 2.3, 2.4, 2.5115, and 2.6 used i
this study.
4-5
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FIG. 2. The profiles of electric field~left! and monopole current~right! at b52.3 for theW(3,3) quark-antiquark system for gauge fixin
according to OR and OR-SA algorithms, respectively, and the dependence on the number of gauge copies in the OR-SA case. N
radii appear due to off-axis distances from the flux-tube axis. Upper, middle, and lower figures refer to correlations with the full Abe
monopole, and the photon Wilson loops.
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sensitive to the gauge fixing procedure; it decreases w
larger R@Ug# is achieved. Therefore we expect that t
monopole-related part of the profile crucially depends on
quality of the gauge fixing procedure.

In Fig. 2 we show the electric field and monopole curre
profiles as observed over the flux-tube midplane atb52.3
for W(R,T)5W(3,3). Profiles, both with the use of the O
and the OR-SA algorithms, are presented. The depend
on the number of gauge copies under exploration is a
investigated for the case of the latter algorithm. The upp
middle, and lower figures are the profiles from the Abelia
11450
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e
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,

the monopole, and the photon Wilson loops, respectively
We observe that the electric field and the monopole c

rent profiles~except from the photon Wilson loop! are over-
estimated if the OR algorithm is applied. A possible exp
nation of this behavior is the following. The correlatio
between the monopole Wilson loop and the monopole c
rents are enhanced artificially due to a denser monopole
rent system owing to the imperfect gauge fixing, which
sults in a larger contribution to the monopole current profi
Then, the strongly circulating monopole current around
q-q̄ axis induces a strong solenoidal electric field. In th
4-6
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FIG. 3. The same plot as in Fig. 2 atb52.4 for W(4,4).
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way, the electric field profile is also overestimated when
OR algorithm is adopted. It is interesting to note that sin
the photon Wilson loop is not correlated with the monop
currents, the corresponding electric field profile is insensit
to the Gribov copy problem. Finally, the impact of the G
bov copy problem on the monopole part is inherited also
the total flux-tube profile measured by the Abelian Wils
loop. Notice that the number of gauge copies to which
OR-SA algorithm is applied does not drastically change
profiles compared with the change from OR to OR-SA alg
rithm. This suggests that the tentative maxima successf
anticipated at the end of the SA algorithm do not stron
differ in the monopole density.
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In Figs. 3, 4, and 5 we show the same plot as in Fig. 2
otherb values, correspondingly choosing the Wilson loop
at b52.4 for W(4,4), atb52.5115 forW(6,6), and atb
52.6 for W(8,8). Here, the physical sizes of the respect
Wilson loops are approximately the same (0.4830.48 fm2).
We find that with increasingb ~approaching to the con
tinuum limit!, the difference between the profiles from th
OR algorithm and the OR-SA algorithm becomes clea
i.e., the effect of the Gribov copy problem becomes mo
significant. Since the continuum limit is of interest, on
needs to take care of this problem as already emphasize
Ref. @20#.
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FIG. 4. The same plot as in Fig. 2 atb52.5115 forW(6,6).
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C. Does the flux-tube profile satisfy scaling?

We investigate the scaling property for groups ofq-q̄ dis-
tances according to Fig. 1 using the best MAG-fixed co
figurations withNg520. We choose three sets of physic
distances:

~1! at r;0.48 fm: from b52.4 with W(R,T)
5W(4,4), b52.5115 with W(6,6), and b52.6 with
W(8,8);

~2! at r;0.80 fm: fromb52.5115 withW(10,6) andb
52.6 with W(13,8); and

~3! at r;0.84 fm: fromb52.3 with W(5,3) andb52.4
with W(7,4).
11450
-
l

Here, the physical size of the temporal extension of
Wilson loop is taken approximately the same among all s
This choice is made to normalize the systematic uncerta
for the flux-tube profile which might come from finiteT even
after smearing, especially for Wilson loops havingR.T,
which reflect contributions from excited states. We did n
attempt to include profiles from such Wilson loops into t
fit in Sec. IV. The first set is shown in Fig. 6. The other tw
sets are plotted together in Fig. 7.

We find that both the electric and monopole current p
files measured at differentb values from the interval 2.3 to
2.6 scale properly for each of the three groups ofq-q̄ dis-
tances. The remaining minor differences can be blamed
4-8
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FIG. 5. The same plot as in Fig. 2 atb52.6 for W(8,8).
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small differences inq-q̄ distance and uncontrolled smearin
effects. We also observe the following properties. Althou
the rotational invariance around theq-q̄ axis is poor for
small b, it is recovered with increasingb. The electric field
profile from the photon Wilson loop is very sensitive to t
change of theq-q̄ distance. Clearly, the shape of the elect
field profiles from the photon Wilson loop in Figs. 6 and
are different; this part of the electric field drastically d
creases with increasingq-q̄ distance. On the other hand, th
electric field profile from the monopole Wilson loop remai
almost the same with increasingq-q̄ distance. The difference
of the electric field profile coming from the full Abelian Wil
11450
h
son loop for differentq-q̄ distance can be explained by th
change of the photon contribution. The large error of t
monopole current profile from the Abelian Wilson loop
Fig. 7 is due to the large size of the Wilson loop, 1338, at
b5 2.6. The statistics are not sufficient in this case. Ho
ever, it is interesting to find that the decomposition of t
Abelian Wilson loop into the photon and monopole pa
helps to see a clear signal even with a number of configu
tions which are normally used for smaller Wilson loops.

IV. FITTING WITH THE U „1… DAH FLUX TUBE

In this section, we discuss the quantitative relation b
tween the extracted AP-SU~2! flux tube and the classical flux
4-9
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FIG. 6. Theb dependence of the profiles of the electric field~left! and the monopole current~right! for q-q̄ distancer ; 0.48 fm as a
function of the flux-tube radiusr given in units of fm~see Table I and Fig. 1!.
,
o

fi

tube of the dual Abelian Higgs model~the DAH flux tube!
through ax2 fit of the former profile by the latter. In the fit
we take into account both the electric field and the monop
current profiles simultaneously.

A. The dual lattice formulation of the DAH model

The DAH flux-tube profile is calculated within thedual
lattice formulationof the three dimensional DAH modelin
order to mimic eventual lattice discretization effects in the
@21#. The lattice DAH action is
11450
le

t

SDAH5bg(
m

F1

2 (
i , j

Fi j ~m!21
mB

2

2 (
i 51

3

uF~m!

2eiBi (m)F~m1 î !u21
mB

2mx
2

8
~ uF~m!u221!2G , ~4.1!

whereFi j is the dual field strength

Fi j ~m!5Bi~m!1Bj~m1 î !2Bi~m1 ĵ !

2Bj~m!22pS i j ~m!. ~4.2!
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FIG. 7. The same plot as in Fig. 6 forq-q̄ distancer ; 0.80 and 0.84 fm~see Table I and Fig. 1!.
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Bi(m) andF(m) are the dual gauge field and the comple
valued scalar monopole field. The electric Dirac stringS i j in
the dual field strength reflects the actual length of the fl
tube. For instance, for a straight flux tube along thez direc-
tion, S1251 for all plaquettes penetrated by this flux tub
otherwiseS i j 50 @21#. This action contains three paramete
the dual gauge couplingbg51/g2, the dual gauge boso
massmB5A2gv, and the monopole massmx52Alv. Here
v corresponds to the monopole condensate, andl is the self-
coupling of the monopole field. Writing the masses in ter
of g, v, andl is more familiar in the continuum form of th
DAH model. Note that in the lattice formulation, all field
and parameters are dimensionless. The type of dual su
11450
-

x

,
:

s

er-

conductivity is characterized by the Ginzburg-Landau p
rameter, k5mx /mB . In this definition, the casesk,1
(.1) are classified as type-I~type-II! vacuum.

The flux-tube solution is obtained by solving the fie
equations. The equation forBi(m) is given by
]SDAH /]Bi(m)5bgXi(m)50. Similarly, the equations for
the monopole field are]SDAH /]FR(m)5bgmB

2XR(m)50
and ]SDAH /]F I(m)5bgmB

2XI(m)50. The superscriptsR
and I refer to the real and imaginary parts of the compl
scalar monopole field. The explicit form of the field equ
tions Xi(m), XR(m), and XI(m) are given in Appendix B.
To solve the field equations numerically, we adopt a rel
ation algorithma la Newton and Raphson by taking int
4-11
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TABLE II. The q-q̄ distance dependence of the DAH parameter.

b R bg mB mx x2/DOF Fit range

2.5115 3 0.0630~5! 0.4633~23! 0.3490~43! 135/67 r/a>2
2.5115 4 0.0711~5! 0.4595~17! 0.3738~7! 99.9/81 r/a>2
2.5115 5 0.0797~8! 0.4485~29! 0.4090~6! 77.4/81 r/a>2
2.5115 6 0.0840~8! 0.4504~21! 0.4091~3! 186/97 r/a>2
2.6 4 0.0719~9! 0.3372~72! 0.2284~371! 35.7/91 r/a>3
2.6 5 0.0798~13! 0.3295~36! 0.2884~29! 22.0/91 r/a>3
2.6 6 0.0834~12! 0.3368~31! 0.2673~11! 33.3/75 r/a>3
2.6 7 0.0867~18! 0.3354~46! 0.3004~5! 37.3/91 r/a>3
2.6 8 0.0907~14! 0.3360~10! 0.3081~2! 75.5/105 r/a>3
t
s

on
f
ll-

e

-

-

n-
account the second derivative of the action with respec
each field@21#. We iterate this procedure until the condition
(m( i 51

3 @Xi(m)#2,0.0001 and (m$@XR(m)#21@XI(m)#2%
,0.0001 are satisfied and the change of the action for
iteration stepDSDAH,0.001. Within the possible range o
the DAH parameters, we find that the solution is we
converged.

The strategy of the fit is as follows. We fit the flux-tub
profile induced by the Abelian Wilson loop with the DAH
11450
to

e

flux tube. Since we want to use theT-independent profile and
it can only beT-independent ifR<T, we are restricted for
this purpose~profile! to R<T. The electric field and mono
pole current profiles of the DAH flux tube areAbg« i jkF jk

andAbgKi ~see Appendix B!, which are regarded as repre
sentingū i4 and 2pki of the AP-SU~2!field profile @see Eqs.
~2.14! and ~2.15!#. The DAH field profiles are calculated
with the same spatial volume as used in the SU~2! simula-
tion, namely 323, imposing the same periodic boundary co
t

FIG. 8. Some examples of the fitting atb52.5115 forR56 ~upper row! andb52.6 for R58 ~lower row!. The solid line is the DAH

flux-tube profile~obtained by the fit!. The dotted and dashed lines correspond to its monopole and photon parts~as predicted using the fi
parameters!.
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DETAILED STUDY OF THE ABELIAN-PROJECTED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D68, 114504 ~2003!
ditions for all three directions. The length of the DAH flu
tube is taken equal to that of the AP-SU~2! flux tube to be
fitted. We extract the profile all over the midplane cutting t
flux tube between the quark and the antiquark. The D
lattice spacing is assumed to be the same asa(b) of the
SU~2! lattice. Once the fit has found the optimal set of d
mensionless DAH parameters, the physical masses are
with the help ofa(b). To seek the set of parameters whi
provides minimumx2, we use theMINUIT code from the
CERNLIB.

After getting the set of the DAH parameter, we che
whether this set can reproduce the composed internal s
ture of the electric field profile as a superposition of t
Coulombic plus the solenoidal field by applying the Hod
decomposition as in Eq.~2.16! to the dual field strength
Each field strength can be constructed from the DAH pho
link (Bph52pD21dS) and the DAH monopole link (Bmo

5D21dF), respectively. Note that the field strength from t
photon ~monopole! links describe the Coulombic~solenoi-
dal! electric field.

B. Fitting results

We fit the flux-tube profiles atb52.5115 from
W(3,6), W(4,6), W(5,6), andW(6,6), and atb52.6 from
W(4,8), W(5,8), W(6,8), W(7,8), and W(8,8). Here, the
physical length of the temporal extension of the Wilson lo
for theseb values is approximately the same, 0.48 fm. W
did not attempt to fit the profiles from the Wilson loops wi
R.T, since they still contain the contribution from excite
states (T dependence! even after the smearing~see Sec. II D
and Appendix A!. In the fit, we have taken into account th
data fromr/a>2 for b52.5115 and fromr/a>3 for b
52.6 to certain maximum radii which provide the positiv
expectation values for the field profiles. We have chec
that the DAH parameters emerging from the fit are rat
insensitive with respect to restricting the fit range~further
increasing the minimal radius!.

In Table II we summarize the parameters obtained by
fit. In Fig. 8 we show how the AP flux tube is described
the DAH one using the profiles fromW(6,6) atb52.5115
and from W(8,8) at b52.6. One can see that the profile
from the Abelian Wilson loop are reproduced. Remarkab
the resulting DAH parameters also reproduce the compo
internal structure of the AP flux tube as well. In this sen
the fit which takes into account the finiteq-q̄ distance works
very well. In Fig. 9 we plot the fitting parameters as a fun
tion of the physicalq-q̄ distance, where the scale of th
masses is recovered by using the SU~2! lattice spacinga(b).
The maximum physicalq-q̄ distance is around 0.5 fm. W
find that thebg becomes large as theq-q̄ distance increases
r 5Ra(b), while the masses of the dual gauge boson and
the monopole are rather stable. The constant fit of the ma
using the stable data forr .0.3 fm provides

mB51091~7!MeV, ~4.3!

mx5953~20!MeV. ~4.4!

The GL parameter is then found to be
11450
ed

c-

n

d
r

e

,
ed
,

-

of
es

k5
mx

mB
50.87~2!,1, ~4.5!

which means that the vacuum corresponds to weakly typ
in terms of the classification of the dual superconductiv
However, we have noticed that the change of the dual ga
coupling bg as a function ofr indicates that the vacuum
cannot completely be regarded as the classical one. In fa
one defines an effective Abelian electric charge based on
Dirac quantization condition aseeff54p/g54pAbg, this
coupling shows an antiscreening behavior;eeff becomes large
with increasingr. The constant behaviors ofmB andmx in-
dicate that various widths of the AP flux tube, which a

FIG. 9. The DAH parametersbg , mB , andmx as functions of

the physicalq-q̄ distance.
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KOMA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 68, 114504 ~2003!
defined by the inverse of these masses~the penetration depth
mB

21 and the coherence lengthmx
21), do not depend onr.

This is established at least up to aq-q̄ distancer 50.5 fm.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The main aim of this paper has been to present the fl
tube profile data within Abelian-projected~AP! SU~2! lattice
gauge theory in the maximally Abelian gauge~MAG! in a
quality and sufficiently detailed in order to warrant quanti
tive discussions from the point of view of the dual Abelia
Higgs ~DAH! model. We have mainly studied~i! the lattice
Gribov copy effect associated with the MAG fixing proc
dure and~ii ! the scaling property (b independence! of the
flux-tube profile using a large lattice volume, 324. During
these investigations, we have always paid special attentio
the composed internal structure of the AP flux tube. We h
also carefully monitored the effect of smearing.

~i! We have found that the flux-tube profile is very sen
tive to the lattice Gribov copy problem in the MAG, in pa
ticular, the monopole-related parts of the profile are stron
affected. The monopole current profile is overestimated
one uses a nonimproved gauge fixing algorithm or just
single gauge copy. Since we do not know the real glo
maximum ofR@Ug# @see Eq.~2.4!#, we cannot insist that ou
result is the final one. However, we have obtained sign
cantly corrected profile data by virtue of the overrelax
simulated annealing algorithm converging within a moder
number of gauge copies.

~ii ! We have confirmed the scaling property of the flu
tube profile, which has been achieved by using the w
gauge-fixed configurations and by taking into account
finite q-q̄ distance effect properly. In fact, the flux-tube pr
file is strongly dependent on the size (R andT) of the Abe-
lian Wilson loopsW(R,T). At finite q-q̄ distanceR, the pho-
ton part of the flux-tube profile is crucially contributing t
the total Abelian electric field measured at any distance fr
the external charges.

Finally, we have investigated the effective parameters
the U~1! dual Abelian Higgs~DAH! model by fitting the AP
flux tube with the DAH flux-tube solution. We have adopt
a new fitting strategy; in order to obtain the DAH flux-tub
solution, we have defined the DAH model on the dual latt
and have solved the field equations numerically with
same size of the spatial lattice volume (323) and with the
same periodic boundary condition as in the AP-SU~2! simu-
lations. In particular, we have fully taken into account t
finite q-q̄ distance effect. As a result, we also could rep
duce the composed internal structure of the AP flux tube
terms of the DAH one. We have found that the dual gau
coupling depends on theq-q̄ distance, which becomes larg
with increasingq-q̄ distance. In this sense, the comparis
between the AP flux tube and the DAH flux tube conside
at the classical level is not perfect. On the other hand,
have found that the masses of the dual gauge boson an
monopole are almost constant as a function of theq-q̄ dis-
tance up to 0.5 fm, which take values of 1100 and 950 M
respectively. The Ginzburg-Landau parameter takes a v
11450
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slightly smaller than unity, indicating that the vacuum is cla
sified as a weakly type-I dual superconductor.

We should mention that, while we have chosen t
DeGrand-Toussaint prescription for the electric flux and
monopole currents featured in the description of the flux tu
in the Abelian projected gauge theory, this choice is n
unique. We have made our choice because of the possib
to relate then the AP theory to the DGL description@16#.
Cheluvarajaet al. @22#, on the other hand, have proposed
alternative definition to satisfy the Maxwell equations ev
at finite lattice spacing. It would also be interesting to stu
the differences of the measured flux-tube profile with th
definition.

Suggested by an effective bosonic string description@23#,
it is expected that the width of the flux tube broadens w
increasingq-q̄ distance. If such an effect exists in the effe
tive DAH description, too, we would have to see the chan
of the DAH mass parameters as a function of theq-q̄ dis-
tance. Our results show that, at least until 0.5 fm, the wi
of the flux tube is appearing as an almost stable vacu
property. It could be argued that the bosonic-string-like fe
tures of the flux tube might become manifest only for mu
more elongated strings. In order to study the existence
string roughening, one might be forced to study the profi
correlated with Wilson loops of much larger size. For larg
R, if one takes smallT, one can get the signal of the flux-tub
profile with the help of smearing techniques. However, o
has to care that such a profile does not immediately co
spond to the physical profile atT→`. In order to check if
the flux tube becomes broader, the profile should be inve
gated in aT-independent regime.

It would be worthwhile to extend the strategy of this p
per to the AP-SU~3! flux tube in order to discuss the quant
tative relation between SU~3! gluodynamics and the U(1)
3U(1) DAH model.
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FIG. 10. The ground state overlap before~left! and after~right! smearing atb52.5115.
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APPENDIX A: FIXING THE SMEARING PARAMETERS

The smearing procedure for the spatial link variables
indicated in Eq.~2.18! successfully reduces the contributio
from excited states. To find a set of optimized smearing
rameters, the weighta and the number of smearing swee
Ns , we need to investigate the behavior of the ratio

C0[@WA~R,T!#T11/@WA~R,T11!#T ~A1!

as a function ofR for some fixed values ofT @11#. For inter-
pretation, we notice that this ratio turns into the ground st
overlap in the limitT→`. We apply the smearing step re
peatedly on the spatial links until we get a good ground s
overlap. In Fig. 10 we show the typical behavior of t
ground state overlapbefore and after smearing at b
52.5115. We see clearly thatC0 got enhanced toC0'1 as
the result of smearing. This justifies us to select, for thisb,
the smearing parametersa52.0 andNs58 which have led
to the improved ground state overlap. Using this set, we
also confirm a typical improvement of the Abelian potent
11450
s
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te

te

n
l

V~R,T!5 ln@WA~R,T!/WA~R,T11!#. ~A2!

This is shown in Fig. 11, where the potential is plotted a
function of T for some fixedR. After smearing, we see a
clear pattern of plateaus ranging fromT51 to largeT, the
height of which corresponds to the values of the poten
V(R) at T→`.

In Fig. 12 we show the effect of the smearing to the b
havior of the flux-tube profile at b52.5115 for
W(6,4), W(6,6), andW(6,8). Before smearing, the shape
the electric field and monopole current profiles are depend
on the size of the Wilson loop; the profile from the smal
Wilson loop is enhanced. After the smearing, we see a red
tion of the electric field for all cases and at least the profi
from W(6,6) andW(6,8) coincide within the numerical erro
~the error is also reduced!. This suggests thatT-independence
of the flux-tube profile is now achieved. The shape of t
monopole current profile is insensitive to smearing. Ho
ever, we find a remarkable reduction of the error. Note t
the profile fromW(6,4) still did not converge into the sam
profile, which means that the chosen smearing paramete
is not adequate in this case.
FIG. 11. The potential before~left! and after~right! smearing atb52.5115.
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FIG. 12. The flux-tube profiles before~left! and after~right! Abelian smearing atb52.5115 forR56 ~fixed!. Three cases of the tempora
length,T54, 6 and 8, are shown.
o

APPENDIX B: FIELD EQUATIONS
OF THE LATTICE DAH MODEL

We note the field equations of the lattice DAH model. F
the dual gauge field,

]S

]Bi~m!
5bgXi~m!50, ~B1!

where

Xi~m!5Fi j ~m!1F ji ~m2 ĵ !1Fik~m!1Fki~m2 k̂!2Ki~m!.

~B2!

The last term corresponds to the monopole current

Ki~m!52mB
2@FR~m!~FR~m1 î !sinBi~m!

1F I
„m1 î !cosBi~m!…

2F I~m!„FR~m1 î !cosBi~m!

2F I~m1 î !sinBi~m!…#. ~B3!

For the monopole fields,

]S

]FR~m!
5bgmB

2XR~m!50, ~B4!
11450
r

]S

]F I~m!
5bgmB

2XI~m!50, ~B5!

where

XR~m!56FR~m!2(
i 51

3

$„FR~m1 î !cosBi~m!

2F I~m1 î !sinBi~m!…1„FR~m2 î !cosBi~m2 î !

1F I~m2 î !sinBi~m2 î !…%

1
1

2
mx

2FR~m!~FR~m!21F I~m!221!, ~B6!

XI~m!56F I~m!2(
i 51

3

$~FR~m1 î !sinBi~m!

1F I~m1 î !cosBi~m!!

1„FR~m2 î !@2sinBi~m2 î !#

1F I~m2 î !cosBi~m2 î !…%

1
1

2
mx

2F I~m!~FR~m!21F I~m!221!. ~B7!
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